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Story continues on page 33

It’s just another 
busy day at the 
1st Brigade motor 
pool…

You’re gonna 
need some ground 
guides to get that 
truck outta here.

Wait, 
Private 

Simmons!

Hang on 
a minute 
and I’ll 
get some 

help.

Yeah, yeah!  
Just hurry up. 
I’ve got a load 
to pick up and 
my Sergeant 

doesn’t like it 
when I’m late!

I don’t need 
ground guides 

anyway.

Simmons, 

wait!  

…hit 
some-
thing!

uh-
OH!

dude!

You’re 
gonna—

several minutes 
later…

Doggone 
it!  I can’t 
wait any 
longer.
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Cut Engine/Stop 
Rotors

Proceed to Next Signalman

Hookup Complete

Land

Move Ahead

Hover

Spot Turn

Stop

Load Not Released Release

Negative Signal

Move Right/Left

Move Downward/Upward

Move Rearward

Depart

Assume Guidance

Go Around,
Do Not Land

HELICOPTER
Ground Guide Signals

Note: When directing a taxiing helicopter, the signalman’s position is slightly to the right, in full view of the pilot, at a 
safe distance of no less than 40 meters (or no closer than 20 meters during slingload operations). The signalman should 
never stand in front of an armed helicopter.

Either arm, level with shoulder
and palm down. Draw

extended hand across neck
in throat-cutting motion.

Hold arm down. Extend other arm across body to indicate
direction to next signalman.

Move fist up and down making
contact with stationary fist

on top of helmet.

Extend crossed arms
downward in front of body.

Extend arms slightly away 
from side with palms to rear. 

Repeatedly move arms up and 
back from shoulder height.

Extend arms horizontally to 
sides with palms down. For 
landing helicopter, aircraft 
should be in normal hover 

height and just short of 
landing point, depending on 

forward speed.

Extend
arm 
horizontally
to side in 
direction
of movement.
Swing other 
arm
over head in
same 
direction.
Repeat.

Extend arms 
horizontally
to sides with 
palms down. 
Drop hands 
to sides.

Extend arms 
horizontally
to sides with 
palms up. 
Bring hands
together
over head.

Move hand up and backward 
from horizontal position to 

indicate tail movement. Point 
other hand toward center of 

spot turn.

Cross arms above head with 
palms forward.

Bend left arm and fist 
horizontally across chest with 
knuckles down. Point open, 
right hand up to center of

left fist.

Extend left arm horizontally 
with fist toward load while 
right arm makes horizontal 

slicing motion under
left arm with palm down.

Hand raised with thumb 
pointing down.

Place arms by sides with palms
forward. Sweep arms forward

and upward level with
shoulders repeatedly.

Make overhead circular motion 
with right hand ending with
throwing motion in direction 

of lift-off.

Extend arms above head in 
vertical position with palms 

facing forward.

Cross arms repeatedly 
overhead.

Right

Right

Left

Left

Tilt Mast Back

Move Tines

Raise Tines

Stop

Lower TinesTilt Mast Forward

Dog Everything

Forearm vertical and
thumb extended,

jerk thumb over shoulder.

Extend arm, palm down, point in 
direction of movement.

Forearm vertical and
forefinger pointing up,

move hand in small circle.

Extend both arms
with palms down.

Arm extended and palm down, 
lower arm vertically.

Arm extended and thumb down,
lower arm vertically.

Clasp hands in
front of body.

FORKLIFT
Ground Guide Signals
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For printable PDFs of the 
Ground guide posters on 

pages 28-32, go to:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/
psmag/pslinks.cfm

Editor’s note: Camouflage patterns, 
helmets and safety vests have been 

removed for signal clarity.
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Open Up

Turn (Day) Turn (Night)

Close Distance and Stop

Close Up

Dismount

Button Up Unbutton

Slow Down (Day) Slow Down (Night) Msg Acknowledged

Attention

Move Forward

I Do Not Understand

Start Engine (Night)

Disregard

Stop (Day)

Ready to Move

Start Engine (Day)

Mount

Stop (Night)

Advance Reverse (Day) Reverse (Night)

Stop Stop Engine Increase Speed (Day)Neutral Steer Increase Speed (Night)

Extend arms overhead, palms inward,
then slowly lower arms to horizontal position.

Extend arm horizontally to side
of turn, palm outward.

Rotate light in 12-18 inch circle in 
direction of turn.

Face vehicle, forearms extended to front with palms inward and separated (shoulder 
width). Bring palms slowly together. Vehicle stops when palms touch.

Extend both arms parallel to the ground with palms up,
then move arms upward and inward toward the head.

Extend arms and make 2-3 movements up and down
with hands open toward ground.

Place both hands,
one on top of the other,

palms down, on top of helmet.

Use button up signal, then separate 
hands, moving them to each side in 

slicing motion. Repeat.

Extend arm to side with palm in front; 
wave arm slightly downward several 

times with arm straight and
below horizontal.

Hold light at shoulder level and
blink several times at moving vehicle. Hold fist out with thumb up.

Left Right

Extend arm sideways, slightly 
above horizontal; palm to front; 

wave arm to and from head 
several times.

Move hands and forearms 
back-and-forth with palms 

toward chest.

Raise both arms to horizontal 
with arms bent. Place both 

hands across face with
palms forward.

Move light in horizontal figure 
8 pattern in front of body.

Raise both arms and cross 
wrists above head with

palms to front.

Raise hand upward to full 
extent of arm, palm to front. 
Hold position until signal is 

understood.

Extend arm toward person 
being signaled; then raise arm 

slightly above horizontal,
palm outward.

Simulate cranking of engine by 
moving arm and fist in circular 

motion at waist level.

Two or three movements 
upward with open hand,

palm uppermost.

Move light back-and-forth 
several times across path of 

traffic to stop vehicles or turn 
off engine.

Clasp hands together,
palms facing, at chin level.
(Note: Alternate signal to

stop tracked vehicles.)

Face direction of movement; extend arm to rear; swing arm 
overhead and forward in direction of movement and hold 

horizontal with palm down.

Face vehicle with hands to 
shoulder level & palms forward. 

Move hands forward & back.

Extend arm parallel to ground, 
hand open and move arm 

across body in throat-cutting 
motion.

Raise fist to shoulder level;
thrust fist up to full extent 

of arm and back to shoulder 
rapidly several times.

Hold light at shoulder level
and blink several times at 

stationary vehicle.

Cross wrists at throat; point 
index finger in direction of 
steer. Make fist with other 
hand. (Note: For tracked 

vehicles.)

Move light vertically
several times in front

of body.

Left

combat and
Ground

tactical vehiCle
Guide Signals

PS 735 FEB 14
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Dog Everything

Use Whipline

Hoist

Lower Boom

Raise Boom

Move Slowly

Stop

Lower

Use Main Hoist

Swing

Travel Travel
(one track)

Extend Boom

Raise Boom &
Lower Load

Emergency Stop

Travel
(both tracks)

Retract Boom

Lower Boom &
Raise Load

Clasp hands in
front of body.

Tap elbow with one hand,
then use regular signals.

(Note: For auxillary hoist.)

With forearm vertical
and forefinger pointing up,
move hand in small circles.

Arm extended,
fingers closed and thumb

pointing down.

Arm extended,
fingers closed and thumb

pointing up.

Use one hand to give any motion signal. 
Place other hand motionless in front of 

signaling hand.

With arm extended
to the side and palm down,
swing arm back and forth.

With arm extended down,
forefinger pointing down,
move hand in small circles.

Tap fist on head,
then use regular signals.

With arm extended, point with finger 
in direction of boom swing.

With arm extended
forward and hand open and 

slightly raised,
make pushing motion in 

direction of travel.

Raise fist on one side to 
indicate track to lock. Travel 
opposite track in direction of 
circular motion of other fist in 
front of body. (Note: Crawler 

cranes only.)

Both fists in front of body with 
thumbs pointing out.

Arm extended, fingers
closed, thumb pointing up. 

Other arm bent slightly with 
forefinger pointing down and 

rotating in circle.

Both arms and fingers outstretched horizontally and palms 
down, swing arms back and forth.

Use both fists in front of 
body to make circular motion 
indicating direction of travel.
(Note: Crawler cranes only.)

Both fists in front of body with 
thumbs pointing in.

Arm extended, fingers
closed, thumb pointing down. 
Other arm bent slightly with 
forefinger pointing up and

rotating in circle.

MOBILE CRANE
Ground Guide Signals
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CRUNCH!

Meanwhile, on the other 
side of the motor pool…

And a 
short 
distance 
away…

OK, Parker!  
Slow and easy! SIGNAL:

Tilt mast 
back

Watch 
out!

Ohmigosh! 
are You OK?

C’mon! I just 
want you to 
lower it to 
the right.

What does
that signal

mean?

Huh?
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(1)

(2) (3)

10 yards
minimum

10 yards
minimum

•	 Never position yourself 
between the vehicle 
and another object.  An 
accidental engine surge or 
loss of vehicle control could 
put you in danger.

•	 Vehicle operators should 
stop immediately if they lose 
sight of their ground guide.

•	 Voice signals can be 
misunderstood.  Use hand 
signals only.

•	 Never walk backwards while 
acting as a ground guide.

•	 Only the ground guide 
facing the front of the 
vehicle gives signals to the 
driver.  All other guides 
relay signals to the driver’s 
guide (1).

it’s not just about 
the signals, Privates.  
You also need to know 
when ground guides 
are needed, what 

equipment is needed 
for ground guiding, 

and where to position 
yourselves. Take 

a look 
at this 
chart.

Did you know that the optimum number 
of ground guides is three? And that the 

guides should keep 10 yards between 
themselves and the vehicle’s front, 

rear and corners?

And here 
are a few 

other points 
to keep in 

mind...

And I didn’t know 
any of the signals, 

Sir. I guess I 
should never have 
been acting as a 
ground guide.

If only one guide is 
available, this is where 
he will be located.

Signal
relay 
paths Blind

spot
guide

What the...!  
Has he gone 

wacky or 
sumpin’?

Holy 
cow!  

Did I 
tell him 
to do 
that?

OK, Privates.  
You want to 

explain exactly 
how this could 

happen?

Each one of 
you is guilty 
of violating 
some major 

ground 
guide safety 
procedures.  

Luckily, 
no one 

was hurt 
this time.

Private Simmons, 
you want to start?

Yes, 
Sir.

I thought I could maneuver my 
truck and trailer through the 

motor pool by myself. I shoulda 
waited for ground guides first.

How 
about 
you, 

Parker?

guess I 
didn’t know 

all the 
ground guide 
signals, Sir.

When the 
ground guide 
gave one I 
didn’t know, 
I should’ve 

stopped. But 
instead, I 
guessed.

Err… UhH… {Gulp!}SoOn after, in the 
Company XO’s office…
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Hang on, gUys! I’ve got 
a little chore for you 

to complete before you 
head off to study.

We’ve still 
got some 
studying
to do.

Hurry up, 
Rollins. 

Yeah! I’ve got 
a feeling that 

lieutenant Martinez 
is gonna be quizzing 
us on those hand 

signals tomorrow.

Fellas, by the time 
we get all these 

posters hung, we’ll 
know every one of 
those hand signals 

by heart!

Maybe. But after 
what happened 
today, I think 

we should keep 
reviewing ‘em every 

chance we get!

Shortly, in 
the motor 
pOol bay…

And you all 
should have 
a healthy 

knowledge of 
these three 

pubs.

What
are they, 

Sir?

FM 21-60, 
Visual Signals, 
has a list of 
standardized 
hand and arm 

signals used by 
ground guides.

TC 21-305-20, Manual 
for the Wheeled Vehicle 

Operator, and TC 21-306, 
Tracked Combat Vehicle 

Driver Training, have a lot 
of info on where, when and 
how to use ground guides.

Maybe 
they’ll 

keep you 
out of 

messes like 
this in the 
future.

Don’t 
worry, 

Sir.

We’ll study 
these pubs 

till we 
know them 
from cover 
to cover.

While you’re at it, check out the 
Army Safety Center’s Driver’s 
Training Toolbox for ground 
guide materials and videos…

https://safety.army.mil/
drivertrainingtoolbox
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